
xR Stage 

Our xR Stage is an immersive, extended reality environment able to accommodate any pre-recorded or live 
production. It is designed to provide full control over both the lighting and the filmed scenes in a real-time recording 
environment

We have developed a workflow with guidelines for COVID-19 in mind. A Furio track remote controlled camera 
minimizes the bodies needed on the stage for more efficient social distancing. Graphics can be rendered and 
displayed on physical LED screens, onto the broadcast feed only or composited together - allowing 3D content 
to appear both in front and behind a performer. Performers can be tracked in the 3D space, enabling interactions 
with augmented graphics. Three-dimensional content, products or lights can be attached to a person - appearing 
perfectly real in the broadcast output.

Contact xRstagesolutions@prg.com for more information.

Workflow:
- Unreal or Notch – Disguise – Stype – Blacktrax
- All in 1080p@60 or UHD
- Camera via Furio on a track, controlled remotely
- Allows for real-time adjustment of content
- 3D Previsualization
- Content and lighting integrated
- Technical services included
- Client will receive a copy of the show

Green Room Trailer:
- AC in unit
- Internally lit
- Private entrance to stage available upon request
- First room: 15’ long, 8’ wide, 8’ tall
- Main room: 20’ long, 12’ wide, 8’ tall
- Rear room: 9’ long, 8’ wide, 8’ tall
- Subject to availability
- Catering space and production offices available

A completely scalable extended reality solution



The PRG Studio Network

PRG provides enhanced studio production services 
for music, television, film, live broadcast, commercials 
and livestreamed events across multiple facilities.

Digital studios are now open in Los Angeles, Orlando, 
and New York/ Secaucus, and coming soon to Las 
Vegas.

Working Safely, Together

We are taking all possible precautions to ensure the 
safety of our employees, customers and visitors 
during the COVID-19 pandemic by implementing new 
measures and guidelines including the use of personal 
protective equipment, increased sanitation procedures 
and a checkpoint system.

Follow the link for a complete look at Safety and 
Sanitation Policies at PRG.

The xR Stage Setup
Located at our Glendale facility in Los Angeles, the xR Stage offers a structured workflow and custom engineered 
products complete with an LED stage and floor, two cameras, full lighting rig, Blacktrax system and media servers.

Contact xRstagesolutions@prg.com for more information.

http://www.prg.com/facilityprotocols
http://www.prg.com/facilityprotocols



